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ABSTRACT
There is increasing attention recently in the development of remote control and monitoring. Many applications and experiments have been done to apply internet technology in this field with the aim of developing a general and expendable architecture. In this paper, a novel Web Service-based Remote Control Service System (WSRCSS) is proposed. Compared with other designs, this system focuses on offering a service development and delivery environment. The system architecture and data structure for the system are given. Related works are also included in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1901, when Leonardo Torres-Quevedo laid down the modern wireless remote-control operation principles, the development in this area has not stopped [1]. The idea of controlling home devices remotely has now drawn increasing attention. Various approaches have been explored to help people access their home equipment, such as lights, heater, and safety and security devices, remotely. [2-5]. The advantages of using internet for remote control includes easy access and low cost. The development of architectures for remote control is discussed in [6]. The current focus for research in architecture issues is in many-to-many control, which is a hotbed for discussion. Service-oriented architecture forms the basic framework for remote control, in which controlled devices are considered as services. Different variations are proposed in the literature. Wang, et al. [7] proposed a web-based remote control service system. Ha, et al. [8-10] proposed a Ubiquitous Robotic Service Framework. A Gator Tech Smart House is introduced in [11, 12]. Many of the current designs realize the importance of integrating web resources for remote control. However, little consideration is given to establishing a remote control services development environment.

In this paper, a novel web service-based architecture that supports many-to-many control is proposed. Not only could this architecture offer multi-access for users at anytime and in anywhere, it also provides an environment for developing remote control services. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the system architecture is introduced. The Service Server, a central part of the system, is then described. This is followed by the design of the data structure. After the discussion on related work, the paper ends with the conclusion and future work section.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
As illustrated in Figure 1, the architecture of the Remote Control Service System consists of the following layers:

UAL (User Application Layer) which implements the user applications;
SLL (Service Logic Layer) which provides different services for use at the UAL level;
SDL (Service Development Layer) which provides service development and resource organization;
RL (Resources Layer) which maintains knowledge and system information;
HLL (Hardware Logic Layer) which manipulates the controlled hardware.

UAL is located on the user side. A user can access the system using mobile phones, computers, and PDAs. There is no specific program required, except the use of an internet browser for logging into the system and accessing the services.

SLL is the service logic layer. In this layer, different services can be developed. Instead of just simply realizing control processes, intelligent services can be developed and provided. Example services may be session maintenance and dynamic user interface (UI) generation. The role of session maintenance service is to supervise the transactions between a user and certain devices under control. In the event of a communication connection is broken between the server and a user then the controlled devices will be brought to a safe state automatically and the session will be resumed when the communication connection is re-established. The dynamic UI service will allow different user interfaces to be created dynamically to suit specific user requirements.

SDL consists of Service Development Support Logic (SDSL) that organizes different web resources to support service development. On the one hand, it offers opportunities for new resources to be inserted into the system. On the other hand, it allows third parties to develop new control services for use at the SLL level.

RL is a layer where important remote control resources are maintained and stored. These resources could be accessed by...
HLL consists of applications on the controlled device side. An application in this layer is mainly used for accessing and controlling devices, collecting device information and transferring it to the server. These devices are connected to the server via the internet through gateways, computers or other internet access methods. Since they are also considered as web service provided over the internet, a unified machine access API is needed.

Compared with other designs, this architecture addresses the issue of development of control services. By integrating and offering proper APIs for accessing resources, various services, such as basic control services, control session maintenance services, and dynamic UI services, can be developed using this platform. The idea is that controlled devices are considered to be web resources available over the internet. These web resources are organized at the SDL level using SDSL. By incorporating knowledge about control, devices and users, intelligent services can be provided.

3. SERVICE SERVER

As described above, the architecture focuses on supporting service development using integrated resources. Besides controlled devices, there are also other related resources available, such as device knowledge and context information. But how are these resources organized? In most designs, resources are connected directly to certain kind of services. This approach limits how the resources can be flexibly adapted to develop new services. To address this problem, a service server is proposed which separates services from resources. The Service Server, which is an independent server on the internet, consists of SDS (Service Development Subsystem) and RS (Resources Subsystem).

SDS offers methods for organizing resources to support the development of services. It consists of the following components: SDCC (Service Develop Control Center) which controls the whole SDS and offers the service developer control resource using methods; Framework which controls the access to the resources; SDC (Service Data Center) which provides the access methods for the related control background knowledge; and DSC (Device Service Center) which manages the remote controlled machine web service resources. By using related control background knowledge in SDC, intelligent control service could be developed and applied to control device web service via DSC.

RS is the place where all the knowledge and web resources are collected and stored. There are two kinds of resources. One is the web service for sensors and machines which need to be controlled. The other is the control related knowledge and context information. The register, which is used for finding and binding of these web services, will be implemented by an agent in DSC. This supports enables the communication between the control logic and the remote devices. The control background knowledge captures the semantic that is suitable for intelligent service development.

The result for using such a service server is to separate the control logic from the control resources, including the remote communication ability and the supporting data resources. Also, remote control services are independent from basic device web services, which are considered as a special kind of web resource. Therefore, service developers can focus on control logic development without having to worry about resource management. The Service Server also allows new services or new knowledge to be inserted using the plug-and-play model.

4. DATA STRUCTURE IN SERVICE SERVER

This section considers in more details the support that the system provides for service development. For remote control, both the...
abilities to communicate with the remote machine and to control it intelligently are important. In this system, remote devices are accessed as web resources, so communication can be established using normal web service. However, domain knowledge is needed to support the development of intelligent services. The knowledge needs to be represented in a way that provides the semantic for reasoning.

5. RELATED WORK

Some related works are reported in [7], [9] and [12]. All these projects aim at integrating web resources and develop servers or mid-ware to support certain remote control services. In [7], the control server is used to apply web resources in to generate and maintain control processes, but the services are fixed and are difficult to change. The design in [9] tried to integrate various web resources using a Service Agent Platform. However, very little consideration is given to service development. The design of a system that offers a smart-space middleware is given in [12]. It addresses the problem of integrating new elements (either knowledge or service) into the system. The advantage is the middleware service composition method. Nevertheless, too much emphasis is on resource integration which means that the design lacks support for service development.

The designs proposed in the previous work described above could be considered as providing methods for integrating web resources to support remote control. However, the idea behind the design in this paper goes a step beyond by separating the control logic from the control resources, and by separating the remote control service from resources. In this way new services could be developed easier. These differences are illustrated in Figure 5. The designs in [7], [9] and [12] follow the model shown in Figure 5 (a), which is to integrate related resources and used them to develop specific control applications. In contrast with that, the design in this paper (Figure 5 (b)) focuses on integrating resources that are offered to a Service Development Environment for developing all kinds of services.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper a design for a web service-based remote control service system is proposed. It builds on the basic many-to-many architecture. The system not only supports remote control for multi-users, but also offers a flexible platform for developing services. The main idea of the design is to separate the control logic from the control data and independent remote control services from basic resources. Further work is needed to address the problem of data representation and implementation. Once the framework is in place it will be evaluated by developing different services using the approach described.
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